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In Conversation Ken and Patricia Mariash by brian Hartz

To see something in a beautiful
location with this incredible vista
over the city, I think the fact it was
zoned already was compelling.
But certainly you have to step up.
You don’t get these properties for

‘‘

nothing, and it is a big financial

commitment. It could be $30 to
$40 million that’s completely at

risk. And ultimately it becomes a
$500-million deal, or whatever,

but on the other hand it could be
a $50-million disaster.

Ken Mariash does not
speak in sound bites.

At our first meeting, in
summer 2011, the Bayview
developer let the spotlight
shine on his business
partners — wife Patricia
Mariash and executives
with Bosa Properties.
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— Ken Mariash

The occasion was the announcement of Bosa
coming onboard to build Promontory at
Bayview Place, the 21-storey condo tower that
will be Greater Victoria’s tallest building upon
its completion in late 2013 or early 2014, and
Mariash seemed content with his colleagues
doing most of the talking.
But in an expansive, one-on-one interview
with Douglas shortly before the groundbreaking
for Promontory, Mariash’s keen mind took centre
stage. The owner of Focus Equities has earned
undergraduate degrees in math and science,
business and accounting, and architecture
to go along with an M.B.A. He’s synced his
architectural vision with an aggressive business

acumen that has led to some of the largest, most
successful property deals in North America.
Since Mariash founded the company 40 years
ago, Focus Equities has developed more than
10 million square feet of commercial space and
in excess of five million square feet of industrial
space, including Edmonton’s 860-acre Aurum
Industrial Park and Calgary’s 400-acre Deerfoot
Meadows shopping centre. Mariash has also had
a hand in erecting high-rises and office parks in
major U.S. markets like Denver, Dallas, Houston,
Los Angeles, and Seattle.
Not bad for a kid from tiny Tisdale,
Saskatchewan (population 5,000), who got his
start in construction and subcontracting during

Kristian Bogner

See douglasmagazine.com/extra for more of our Q&A with
Ken and Patricia Mariash, including their take on how the
property development business has changed over the years

breaks from high school and college.
“In the summers, we’d build houses,
probably a dozen,” he says. “We’d finish them
up to the frame and then turn them over to
the developer/owner. We became successful
with that, and the next thing you know, we’re
building schools and hospitals.”
Mariash is now a successful man, but he’s
no jet-setter targeting Victoria as a source of
growth for his vast fortune. He has family on
the Island — his mother lives in Duncan —
and he and Patricia keep a home in the city:
the penthouse suite of Bayview One. They
support an array of charitable causes, and
were major donors to the Inner Harbour’s

Homecoming statue unveiled in May 2010 to
commemorate the Naval Centennial.
Douglas: Why did you choose to not only live in

but also place such a large bet on Victoria?

Ken: It’s one of the few small cities where

you take time to invest your money plus
your heart and your soul, because it doesn’t
fit investment criteria at this level. When we
do $500-, $600-, $800-million business, we
have to have [a market of] one million people
minimum. So we’ve kind of broken all the
rules here. And we’re big boys: we suffer the
natural consequences of a small marketplace
even when everything’s going in your favour.

Douglas: You endured a seven-year delay after

buying the land. Does this make Bayview your
most difficult project?
Ken: When I talk about difficult projects, I
would have to include this as one of them.
It’s not usual that you buy a site that’s zoned
already — and you pay for that, because the
price is quite different, and we clearly paid for
it — and you’re good to go and the market
is perfect and the demand is immediately in
front of you … and then, well, a seven-year
delay is a pretty serious issue. A seven-year
delay in any city is a pretty serious issue.
So out of the thousand or so projects I’ve
done, and let’s say there have been 100
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difficult ones, unfortunately [Bayview] falls
into the top 10.
Douglas: How does your experience in Victoria
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compare to some of the other municipalities
you’ve worked with?
Ken: Having done large, complicated projects
in 25 or so cities over 30 to 40 years, we
have acquired homes in Santa Monica
as well as Calgary and a few other cities,
and Santa Monica can teach you all about
contentiousness. They debate sidewalks.
It makes Victoria look like a growth-driven
community.
Douglas: You seem to be attracted to properties
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that others walk away from. What did you see in
the Songhees land that others didn’t?
Ken: Go to any city and you’ll always find
five or six properties that everybody ignores.
They have zoning issues, contamination
issues, community discontent … all kinds of
things. Patty and I, we were coming in and
out of the city in the 1990s to see my mother
and we saw this land just sitting there. We
thought, “Well, how many times do you get
an opportunity like this?” To see something
in a beautiful location with this incredible
vista over the city, I think the fact it was zoned
already was compelling. But certainly you have
to step up. You don’t get these properties for
nothing, and it is a big financial commitment.
It could be $30 to $40 million that’s
completely at risk. And ultimately it becomes
a $500-million deal, or whatever, but on the
other hand it could be a $50-million disaster.
Douglas: You’ve reduced the size of many of your

condo units to meet the changing conditions in
the market since the economic slowdown, correct?
Ken: That’s an interesting subject. To a
large degree, it goes beyond the specifics of
even, say, the Victoria market. Regarding the
economic reversals — in terms of people’s real
economics and their net worth and spendable
capacity — there’s both a diminishing
financial capability of the population and, at
the same time, there’s a mental resistance to
spending. And when you combine the two, all
of a sudden you’re talking to a person today
who perhaps has a decent net worth and
they’re looking at a 700-foot unit even though
they’re fully capable of buying a 2,000-footer.
Sometimes I wonder, especially in Canada, if it
isn’t so much psychological as it is financial.
Douglas: There’s been some grumbling about
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the size of the condo towers you’re building, but
officials relaxed height restrictions. Do you feel
vindicated for going tall instead of wide?
Ken: All we asked for from the city is let’s not
build more sprawl — the community is tired
of that. Let’s take the same space, the same
density, and let’s have a small footprint. We’ll
go 20 storeys to get the 150,000 square feet

instead of doing it on 10 storeys. It’s the same
square footage.
Douglas: How did you change people’s minds
about building height?
Ken: In the five to six years we were sitting
here doing nothing, we engaged with the
people and discussed the fat/wide building
versus the more elegant, tall, functional
building. The fat building type [in the
Songhees] is generally a 20,000-square-foot
floor plate. It’s very hard to deal with if you
want to create affordable housing, because you
get big, deep, large units and you can’t really
price a 2,000-foot unit at $350,000. The way
to get to those price points and to get light
into the suite, nice views, and all the good
things people want, is to take the fat/short
form and put it into an elegant vertical form.

Douglas: How have the two of you succeeded

in so many different markets, so many different
cultures? What’s the secret?
Patricia: As developers, we do not limit
ourselves to Canada, we don’t limit ourselves
to a city; we’re diversified. And because we’re
diversified, we’re able to lavish the amount
of time and intelligence we have on the city
of Victoria. That’s a really important point,
because we’re not working in isolation here.
Kenny has an exemplary visionary style
because he’s not isolating himself by country
and he’s not isolating himself by city. Each
one of those requires certain formulas to be

successful. You could spend a lifetime fighting
with one councillor, or you could spend
a lifetime asking 1,000 people, or 10,000
people, what they think, and then that one
councillor doesn’t quite have the same power
that they might have, otherwise.
Douglas: Are there any other sites in Victoria

you’re looking to develop?

Ken: I think we have a lot on our plate here.

And some of this stuff we’re doing is not the
most economic thing that ever happened
[laughs]! But sure, if the price is right, I don’t
think there’s any opportunity we’d pass up. ■

Douglas: You’re also redeveloping the neighboring

E&N Roundhouse property, a 9.25-acre heritage
site. Why not let someone else take it on?
Ken: We were here, anyway, and so we justified
the acquisition of that property as an expansion
on what we were trying to do. Ultimately,
it was our belief when we bought the initial
property that we wanted to buy all of it, not
a piece of it, so we thought why not buy the
historic property, the Canadian Pacific Railroad
lands, and go from 10 acres to 20. And so, in
for a dime, in for … whatever … millions!
Douglas: It seems as though the longer you’ve

been in business, the bigger risks you’ve taken.

Ken: We strategically started to do bigger deals

in the ’90s. With the recession, it was easy to
buy big positions. With my architecture and
finance background, we discovered that we
had this specialty, this skill, to figure out these
complicated 500- to 1,000-acre situations.
And, in fact, there was no competition. The
pension fund guys are very conservative
and they don’t want to be in the middle of
community negotiations and all those kinds
of things. That’s not their purpose. Their
purpose is to protect money and do business
when it’s safe and guaranteed.

Douglas: Patricia, prior to meeting Ken you ran

a highly successful architectural design firm in
Los Angeles. From a business standpoint, what
do you bring to Focus Equities?
Patricia: I’ve been on the journey for 18 years
with Ken. And we truly are partners. We have
strong opinions, we don’t always agree, and
if we did always agree, we’d probably be in a
lot of trouble. My business acumen quickly
got me to the very top of my market, and you
just don’t do that, as a female, without a lot
of hard work and a lot of education. And all
that’s been transferred to this business. Every
decision we make is complicated but it’s
discussed and there’s a unified decision in
the end.
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